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(1)	Revise use of l I am going ' by making the
class run through the conjugation (' I am
going', 'You are going', 'He is going',
etc.).
(2)	Obtain from them the vernacular for one or
two of these sentences, then the vernacular
sentence in question form.
Note that there is no difference in the 'wordorder.
-^3) Explain that there is a difference in the
word order in English. Give the English
questions * Am I going ? ', ' Are you going?',
' Is he going ? ' Have them repeated by
individuals, and groups.
(4)	Contrast  first   with   the   English   statement
forms, and get the pupil to tell you in the
vernacular that the first two words excha?ige
places in each case.
(5)	Then let pupils turn ' We are going ',  4 They
are going 3, into questions for themselves.
(6)	Contrast these with the vernacular equivalents
as to order of words.
(7)	Have   similar   practice   with   other  familiar
verbs, ' do ', * walk ', ' say ', etc.
(8)	Then give miscellaneous vernacular sentences
first as statements, then as questions, and
test the pupils individually and rapidly for
the English equivalents. (Split the class
into two sections for this purpose, to see
which can beat the other.)
The teaching of the use of English comparatives (the
term or definition can be disregarded) might similarly
be done through contrast with the different vernacular
usages.
Sentence Types for Practice
It is not the purpose of this book to go at length
into details of procedure or to put before the teacher a
suggestive syllabus or course of lessons. There are books
on the market that attempt this already. A rich mine
of material to which the principles advocated for the
early stage of the teaching may be applied is to be found
in Professor H. E. Palmer's The Oral Method of Teaching

